Electures-Portal

The Electure-Portal is used at the Faculty of Engineering to distribute lecture material. These documents help you using the Electures-Portal.

Contact

In case you need Information about the Electure-Portal, or have problems using it (after reading the documentation) don't hesitate to contact us:

Just write us an E-Mail at electures@informatik.uni-freiburg.de

Documentation

All pages related to the Electures-Portal.

Documentation for Users

- A0001: First Steps for Users
- Applying for permissions when you can't access files of module
- Downloading and/or viewing Files
- Downloading restricted files
- Installation of Codecs and Players
- Ratings and Comments
- RSS feeds
- Synchronisation with the Campusmanagement

Documentation for Modul-Administrators

Documentation for Community Owners

- Grant Permissions to another User
Documentation for Portal-Administrators

- Managing Requests  2013/01/10 10:27 Hermann electures-portal, dokumentation, community-administrator, community-owner, todo

FAQs & HOWTOs

- FAQ: I can't access many files even when being logged in. It still says "Files are filtered, because you have not the necessary permissions."
  2012/11/11 13:36 Wittstock electures-portal, dokumentation, faq

- FAQ: I want to add flash movies, but i can't select the html file required to load the files.
  2012/11/11 13:37 Wittstock electures-portal, dokumentation, faq

- FAQ: I wanted to make my files only accessible to course members, but i messed up the permissions. How do i fix it?
  2012/12/18 14:37 Hermann faq, electures-portal, modul-administrator

- FAQ: In the old Electures-Portal we could set a central username and password for the students to access the lectures, why is that not possible anymore?

- FAQ: Many files are missing! / All my directly linked files are not accessible anymore, why?
  2012/11/11 13:34 Wittstock electures-portal, dokumentation, faq

- FAQ: The Flash Files created with Camtasia can't be loaded.

- FAQ: The old Electures-Portal was so much better, why is there a new one now?
  2012/11/11 13:33 Wittstock electures-portal, dokumentation, faq

- FAQ: Tipps and Tricks
  2012/12/11 13:26 Hermann faq, electures-portal

- FAQ: What does "Files are filtered, because you have not the necessary permissions" mean?
  2012/11/11 13:32 Wittstock electures-portal, dokumentation, faq

- FAQ: What is the Filesystem group (needed for)?
  2012/12/11 13:02 Hermann faq, electures-portal

- FAQ: Why is a responsible staff member needed for creating a new module?
  2012/11/11 13:04 Wittstock electures-portal, dokumentation, faq

- HOWTO: Create a new course/modul in the Electures-Portal
  2012/11/11 13:02 Wittstock electures-portal, dokumentation, faq

- HOWTO: Make a Bug Report
  2012/11/11 13:05 Wittstock electures-portal, dokumentation, faq
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The Electures-Portal was designed, developed and configured by Dr. Christoph Hermann. Further information about the Electures-Portal, as well as the Implementation of a Electures Search engine and Recommender System for Lecture Recordings can be found at his website.
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